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about acting from his time working on the classic motion picture Glory. The
inspirational movie that Washington co-starred in as Eugene Allen, the

leader of an all-black American unit during World War II, taught him that to
fully engage his audience, an actor must internalize his role and play it with

a distinct, believable personality. So Washington added a thick San
Francisco accent to his delivery of characterizations of other Ea. Samuel

Fuller's work was at once challenging and daring, containing elements of No
Wave, French New Wave, and of course Pre-Code melodrama. His final

movie also addressed an acute social issue of the 1950s when many African-
Americans and their families were displaced from their homes to make room

for African-Americans in the suburban areas of the north. His style was
distinctive in its visual flourishes and associative thinking. In his debut

feature, Shock Corridor, the Sam Fuller-created fictional character Brother
Theodore is a journalist with an incredible ability to see through the lies of
hypocrites, and the film got mostly negative reviews (though Roger Ebert

called it "the best film of 1949"), and only six Oscar nominations. Fuller left
Hollywood to direct a TV series.
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Rich Asians reached
theaters in 2018, it was

hailed as a breakthrough
for Asian filmmakers and
stars in Hollywoodreally,

though, it was the second
one, too long delayed

toward progress that had
been initiated almost two
decades before, by Ang

Lees Oscar-winning
worldwide hit, Crouching

Tiger, Hidden Dragon.
The film, produced in

China, starring the
internationally known
Hong Kong action star

Chow Yun-fat, and
directed by the

Taiwanese (and by then
widely known in the
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West) Lee, was an old-
fashioned wuxia epic, full
of the high-flying martial

arts that verge on
surrealistic fantasy.

Crouching Tiger remains
unique for ushering in not

only broader Western
awareness of this time-

honored Hong Kong
movie genre, but

particularly a mainstream
American interest in

foreign-language cinema.
One that was even bigger

than the foreign art-
house boom that took
American cinemas by
storm in the mid-20th
century. 5ec8ef588b
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